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Figure 1. Our method tackles the challenges of open-vocabulary instance segmentation. It achieves detailed segmentation across objects
of varying scales and can query these objects using open-vocabulary text.

Abstract

Open-vocabulary 3D instance segmentation is cutting-
edge for its ability to segment 3D instances without prede-
fined categories. However, progress in 3D lags behind its
2D counterpart due to limited annotated 3D data. To ad-
dress this, recent works first generate 2D open-vocabulary
masks through 2D models and then merge them into 3D
instances based on metrics calculated between two neigh-
boring frames. In contrast to these local metrics, we pro-
pose a novel metric, view consensus rate, to enhance the
utilization of multi-view observations. The key insight is
that two 2D masks should be deemed part of the same 3D
instance if a significant number of other 2D masks from
different views contain both these two masks. Using this
metric as edge weight, we construct a global mask graph
where each mask is a node. Through iterative clustering
of masks showing high view consensus, we generate a se-
ries of clusters, each representing a distinct 3D instance.
Notably, our model is training-free. Through extensive ex-
periments on publicly available datasets, including Scan-
Net++, ScanNet200 and MatterPort3D, we demonstrate
that our method achieves state-of-the-art performance in
open-vocabulary 3D instance segmentation. Our project

†: He Wang is the corresponding author.

page is at https://pku-epic.github.io/MaskClustering.

1. Introduction
Open-vocabulary 3D instance segmentation tackles the
problem of predicting 3D object instance masks and their
corresponding categories from reconstructed 3D scenes,
without relying on a predefined list of categories. This is
an essential task for 3D scene understanding [4, 12, 35],
robotics [8, 15, 50] and VR/AR applications [22, 45]. How-
ever, this task is more challenging than its established
2D counterpart, open-vocabulary 2D instance segmentation
[11, 20, 39, 43, 44], primarily due to the lack of large-scale
open-world 3D data. Consequently, most current meth-
ods [18, 28, 37] in this field divide this task into two stages:
zero-shot 3D instance mask prediction, followed by open-
vocabulary semantic queries. In this work, we primarily
focuses on obtaining high-quality, zero-shot 3D instance
masks.

Existing approaches for zero-shot 3D instance mask pre-
diction primarily follow two paths. 3D-to-2D projection-
based methods [18, 19] leverage existing 3D instance seg-
mentation algorithms to generate 3D masks. However, this
approach is fundamentally constrained by the quality of
3D reconstructions and the relatively modest capabilities
of current 3D instance segmentation tools. As a result,
these methods often struggle to accurately segment small
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objects, leading to a significant loss of detail in complex
scenes. In contrast, 2D-to-3D region grow-based meth-
ods [28, 46] leverage 2D segmentation models to process
frames sequentially and update a list of 3D instances simul-
taneously. They merge new 2D masks with existing 3D in-
stances based on geometric overlap and semantic similarity
for each frame. However, we find that such online process-
ing lacks global optimality across all frames, often resulting
in incorrect merging.

To address these limitations, we propose a novel ap-
proach that improves global consistency via multi-view ver-
ification, inspired by bundle adjustment [38]. Unlike prior
methods that rely on local metrics calculated between ad-
jacent frames to decide whether a mask pair should be
merged, our method introduces a new global metric, the
view consensus rate, which measures the proportion of
frames supporting their merging. Here, a frame t supports
merging only if another 2D mask within frame t contains
this mask pair. In this way, the same-instance relationship of
two view-consensus masks are indeed supported by multi-
view observation.

Utilizing the same-instance relationship, we build a
global mask graph wherein each node is a mask, with edges
added between high view consensus mask pairs. Following
this, mask pairs exhibiting high view consensus are priori-
tized for merging into a mask cluster, and the view consen-
sus between this mask cluster and other mask clusters will
be updated. This iterative clustering and updating process
yields a final list of clusters, each containing multiple masks
and denoting a 3D instance. For each 3D instance, its point
cloud and semantic feature are the aggregated partial point
clouds and open-vocabulary features derived from individ-
ual 2D masks, respectively.

Our method, validated on ScanNet++ [47], Matter-
port3D [1], and ScanNet200 [35] benchmarks, achieves
state-of-the-art results in zero-shot mask prediction and
open-vocabulary instance understanding, surpassing exist-
ing methods, especially in segmenting fine-grained objects.

Our contributions can be concluded as follows:
• A novel graph clustering based methodology to merge 2D

masks for 3D open-vocabulary instance segmentation.
• A novel view consensus metric for evaluating the rela-

tionship between 2D masks, effectively leveraging global
information from input image sequences.

• A SOTA open-vocabulary 3D instance segmentation
method, which demonstrates superior performance on
many publicly available datasets.

2. Related Works
Closed-set 3D instance segmentation. Since the emer-
gence of 3D scene datasets [4, 11], the computer vision
community has witnessed a large literature of 3D segmen-
tation methods [3, 9, 13, 14, 16, 26, 34, 36, 41, 42]. These

methods tackle this problem either in online [17, 27, 29,
49, 51] or offline [34, 36, 41, 42] manner, representing
the scene as points cloud, voxels, and more recently neu-
ral field [40, 52]. Though significant progress has been
made, these methods are limited to a closed-set category
list which is pre-defined in certain dataset, suffering poor
performance in open-vocabulary settings as tail classes that
have few or no training examples. In contrast, our method
aims to tackle open-vocabulary 3D instance segmentation
that segment objects of arbitrary category.
Open-vocabulary 2D instance segmentation. The recent
advances in large visual foundation models [2, 7, 24, 25,
32, 33] have enabled a remarkable level of robustness of
2D understanding tasks. Typical tasks include zero-shot 2D
segmentation [2, 24, 32], open-vocabulary 2D image under-
standing [7, 25, 33], and open-vocabulary 2D object detec-
tion [21, 23, 53]. Recently, many works [11, 20, 39, 43, 44]
focus on the open-vocabulary 2D segmentation task, which
requires predicting the open-vocabulary feature at the pixel
level. These methods encode 2D images and align open-
vocabulary pixel features with them. However, due to the
lack of large-scale 3D annotated data, end-to-end open-
vocabulary 3D instance segmentation is in slow progress.
In this work, we tackle the open-vocabulary 3D instance
segmentation by leveraging the prior from large 2D vision-
language models.
Open-vocabulary 3D instance segmentation. There are
two types of methods: (1) 3D-to-2D projection methods
and (2) 2D-to-3D region grow-based methods. (1) 3D-to-
2D projection methods [19, 31, 37] directly conduct 3D
instance segmentation [19, 36] on 3D indoor scene in-
put. They project the 3D instance objects to 2D frames,
and extract open-vocabulary features for final aggrega-
tion. However, these types of methods are limited to well-
reconstructed scene and detailed objects are easily missed
if the geometry details are poor. (2) 2D-to-3D region grow-
based methods [8, 28] propose to online fuse 2D observa-
tion to 3D instance segmentation. By back-projecting the
2D mask to 3D point cloud, these methods leverage clus-
tering algorithm [5] or geometry overlapping to find cor-
responding 3D instances. The open-vocabulary feature is
also aggregated during the back-projection. However, these
types of methods consider the associations between histor-
ical constructed 3D instances with live frame, lacking a
global understanding of all observed frames.

Concurrently, SAI3D[48] and Open3DIS[30] propose
merging 3D superpoints[6] guided by predictions from
SAM[24], showing robust performance in open-vocabulary
3D instance segmentation. However, we diverge from
their approach by avoiding reliance on 3D superpoints,
which face challenges in distinguishing geometrically-
homogeneous objects like posters on walls or rows of simi-
lar medicine boxes.
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Figure 2. Overview pipeline of our method: a) We take segmented image sequences as input and b) extract all 2D masks from the input.
c) To merge them, we build a global graph with each node as a mask. We use the view consensus rate, which is defined as the proportion
of frames supporting the merging, to add edges between nodes. Each frame supports the merging only if there is a mask in this frame
containing both nodes. d) Each mask cluster is merged into a 3D instance. For clarity, we only visualize three objects in the figure.

3. Method
3.1. Problem Formulation and Method Overview

Given a set of posed color images {Ic1 , Ic2 , . . . , IcT }, their
corresponding depths {Id1 , Id2 , . . . , IdT }, and the recon-
structed point cloud P of a scene, our algorithm outputs
a list of 3D instances along with their open-vocabulary se-
mantics fused from 2D mask proposals.

We initially employ an off-the-shelf, class-agnostic mask
predictor to process each color image Ict and derive the
2D masks {mt,i | i = 1, 2, . . . , nt} where nt denotes the
number of masks in frame t. We assume the mask predic-
tor to generate entity-level panoptic segmentation masks,
indicating that each mask approximates one object with
nearly all pixels assigned to a single mask. This assump-
tion aligns with capabilities of advanced segmentation tools
like CropFormer[32].

The overview pipeline of our method is illustrated in
Fig. 2. To fuse these 2D masks from different frames
into 3D instances, we propose to construct a mask graph
G = (V,E). Each node in V corresponds to a mask
mt,i, and an edge in E indicates that two masks are part
of the same instance and should be merged. To assess edge
connectivity, we propose to leverage consensus cues from
multi-view observations and therefore introduce view con-
sensus rate as a criterion (Sec. 3.2).

Once the mask graph is established, we initiate an it-

erative process to cluster masks and update edges, with a
priority on merging mask pairs displaying solid view con-
sensus (Sec. 3.3). The result of this iterative process is a
list of clusters, each denoting a 3D instance and contain-
ing multiple masks. Within such a cluster, we aggregate
the corresponding partial point clouds from the individual
masks to form the ultimate 3D instance. Building on these
correspondences between 2D masks and 3D instances, we
perform feature fusion for a more comprehensive represen-
tation, which aids in open-vocabulary semantic prediction
(Sec. 3.4).

3.2. Mask Graph Construction

In this subsesction, we introduce view consensus rate,
which serves as the criterion to determine edge connec-
tivity between two masks (Sec.3.2.1). We then propose
an efficient method for calculating this rate (Sec.3.2.2)
and leverage this rate to filter out under-segmented masks
(Sec.3.2.3).
Notations and Definitions Given the reconstructed point
cloud P and frame index t, for a mask mt,i, we can ob-
tain the mask point cloud Pt,i by projecting onto P the
backprojected point cloud of mt,i from Idt . Then we de-
fine the frame point cloud Pt as the union of all Pt,is for
i = 1, 2, ..., nt, yielding Pt,i ⊂ Pt ⊂ P . We define a point
p to be visible at frame t if p ∈ Pt. We then define a mask
mt′,i to be visible at frame t if at least τvis = 0.3 of its total
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points from Pt′,i are visible and denote the visible part as
P t
t′,i. We denote the set of frames where mt′,i is visible as

F (mt′,i). Finally, we define the approximate containment
relationship of one point clouds Pi by another point cloud
Pj as Pi ⊏ Pj , if at least τcontain = 0.8 of the total points
in Pi lie within Pj .

3.2.1 View Consensus Rate

The cornerstone of our method lies in determining if two
masks belong to the same instance by utilizing 2D predic-
tions across all frames. In this context, we propose to lever-
age view consensus cues, as detailed below.

To assess the relationship between two masks, specifi-
cally mt′,i and mt′′,j , where t′ and t′′ may be the same or
different frames, we utilize the masks {mt,k} from relevant
views. The goal is to check if there is substantial consensus
among the views supporting that these two masks represent
the same 3D instance.

To be more specific, we first find all the frames O in
which both of the two masks are visible, serving as the ob-
servers to the two masks, i.e., O(mt′,i,mt′′,j) = F (mt′,i)∩
F (mt′′,j). And we denote the number of observers in O as
n(mt′,i,mt′′,j) = |O(mt′,i,mt′′,j)|, where | · | represents
the cardinality of the set.

We then check whether an observer frame t ∈ O sup-
ports the merging of these two masks. For an observer
frame t ∈ O, if there exists a mask mt,k whose correspond-
ing point cloud Pt,k approximately contains both the point
clouds P t

t′,i of mt′,i and P t
t′′,j of mt′′,j , i.e., P t

t′,i ⊏ Pt,k

and P t
t′′,j ⊏ Pt,k, then this observer supports that the two

masks are components of the same instance. The total
number of supporters would be nsupporter(mt′,i,mt′′,j) =
|{t ∈ O(mt′,i,mt′′,j) | ∃k, s.t. P t

t′,i, P
t
t′′,j ⊏ Pt,k}|.

The proportion of supporters among all observers is subse-
quently defined as the view consensus rate c, as illustrated
below:

c(mt′,i,mt′′,j) =
nsupporter(mt′,i,mt′′,j)

n(mt′,i,mt′′,j)
(1)

An illustration of thie view consensus rate can be found in
Fig. 3.

Employing the consensus rate as a criterion, we connect
edges between mask pairs whose view consensus rates ex-
ceeding a predefined threshold τrate = 0.9. This procedure
yields the set of edges E as follows:

E = {{mt′,i′ ,mt′′,i′′} | c(mt′,i′ ,mt′′,i′′) ≥ τrate} (2)

Leveraging predictions across the entire sequence of im-
ages, our criterion shows enhanced robustness against over-
segmentation errors compared to approaches that solely de-
pend on local geometric overlap. Illustrated in Fig. 3, the
two masks exhibit low geometric overlap despite belong-
ing to the same armchair. However, our approach identify a
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Figure 3. View consensus rate. Masks mt′,i and mt′′,j (side and
frontal view of an armchair) are both visible in three frames, with
two supporting them belonging to the same instance, resulting in
a 2/3 consensus rate. Each mask is accompanied by its respective
mask point cloud, displayed on the right. All point clouds are
rendered under a consistent camera pose for clarity.

high consensus rate for them. This is attributed to the out-
standing overall performance of modern mask predictors,
which consistently segment this armchair comprehensively
in most frames, encompassing both parts and thus yielding
a high view consensus rate.

3.2.2 Efficient Computation of View Consensus Rate

Naively computing view consensus rates for all mask pairs
can be untractable with a time complexity of O(N2T ),
where N represents the total number of masks, i.e., N =∑

t nt. To speed up, we initially calculate and store the in-
termediate result to eliminate redundant computations.

Specifically, for each mask mt′,i, we first find F (mt′,i)
and then identify all the masks that approximately contain
it, denoted as M(mt′,i) = {mt,k | t ∈ F (mt′,i) and P t

t′,i ⊏
Pt,k}. With these intermediate results, the computation of
equation 1 can be simplified as,

c(mt′,i,mt′′,j) =
|M(mt′,i) ∩M(mt′′,j)|
|F (mt′,i) ∩ F (mt′′,j)|

(3)

In this way, all the operations in this expression have been
simplified to simple set intersection operations involving
only a few dozen elements, leading to a significant reduc-
tion in computational complexity.

We now introduce the efficient computation of
M(mt′,i). Initially, we examine the mask ID distribution
of P t

t′,i at frame t. If this distribution is concentrated,
with more than τcontain = 0.8 of elements equalling k, it
indicates that P t

t′,i primarily constitutes a part of the k-th
instance at frame t. By definition, P t

t′,i ⊏ Pt,k. The mask
ID distribution is denoted as d(mt′,i, t), and we elaborate
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on its efficient calculation through a space-time trade-off in
the supplementary material.

3.2.3 Under-Segment Mask Filtering

We can also identify whether a mask is under-segmented
based on the mask ID distribution d(mt′,i, t). If d(mt′,i, t)
exhibits a very diverse distribution, it signifies that Pt′,i

comprises multiple instances at frame t, making it highly
likely that mt′,i is an under-segmented mask. Assuming
most 2D mask predictor outputs are correct, we ignore the
alternative explanation that mt′,i is accurate but the mask
predictor over-segments this object consistently in other
views.

Therefore, under-segmentation is marked by frequent
distinction of Pt′,i into parts. We track the frequency of
such occurrences (number of frames with diverse distribu-
tions in d(mt′,i, t) / |F (mt′,i)|). If this frequency exceeds
τfilter = 0.2, we classify the mask as under-segmented and
filter it out. Specifically, we remove it from the mask graph.
Additionally, to prevent this mask from erroneously inflat-
ing the consensus rate between two masks belonging to dif-
ferent instances, we also eliminate it from all M(mt′′,j) and
remove t′ from F (mt′′,j).

3.3. Iterative Graph Clustering

Building upon the mask graph, we introduce an iterative
graph clustering technique to merge masks and update the
graph structure alternately. In the last iteration, each cluster
denotes an instance.

When determining which masks to merge, we consider
two strategies: 1) merging each maximal clique (where a
clique is a subset of the graph with an edge between ev-
ery pair of nodes); 2) merging each connected component
(where a connected component is a subset of the graph with
a path between every pair of nodes). The first approach,
though precise, tends to be overly stringent, often leading to
insufficient merging and excessive over-segmentation. The
second approach, more permissive, relies on the correct-
ness of every pair-wise identified same-instance relation-
ship, which can be less reliable when the number of ob-
servers n—the denominator of c—is low.

To balance these strategies, we modify the second ap-
proach to prioritize merging masks with a high number of
observers first, postponing less reliable connections to later
iterations.

As illustrated in Fig.4, in each iteration k, we set
an observer threshold nk and edges with n < nk

are disconnected. We then identify connected compo-
nents in the graph and merge them into new nodes.
For a newly formed mask mnew from a set of masks
{mt1,i1 ,mt2,i2 , . . . ,mts,is}, its point cloud Pnew is the
union of {Pt1,i1 , Pt2,i2 , . . . , Pts,is}.
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Figure 4. Illustration of iterative clustering. Node pairs with more
observers are prioritized clustered (Gk). Then, view consensus of
grouped masks is updated for the next clustering with more con-
fident view consensus measurements. The text on the edge means
nsupport/n.

Subsequent to these node merging operations, updating
edges requires recalculating the view consensus rate for the
new mask in relation to others. Referring to equation 3,
we calculate F (mnew) and M(mnew). While these two
sets can be computed using the same technique as intro-
duced in Sec.3.2.2, we propose a method to accelerate this
calculation while achieving comparable results through a
straightforward approximation. Specifically, we approxi-
mate F (mnew) as F (mt1,i1) ∪ F (mt2,i2) . . . ∪ F (mts,is)
and M(mnew) as M(mt1,i1)∪M(mt2,i2) . . .∪M(mts,is).
This approximation is justified since masks merged due to
high consensus rates often share containment by the same
mask in frames where they both appear. The quantitative
impact of this approximation is presented in Table 4.

After each iteration k, a new graph Gk+1 is formed.
The observer threshold nk is adjusted downwards over sev-
eral iterations to avoid neglecting smaller objects visible in
fewer frames. We adopt a decreasing nk schedule, ranging
from the top 5%, 10%, to 95% of observer counts across all
mask pairs.

3.4. Open-Vocabulary Feature Aggregation

After multiple iterations of clustering, we have obtained
a conclusive list where each entry represents a 3D in-
stance proposal. Simultaneously, we maintain a corre-
sponding list of masks associated with each instance. This
2D-3D relationship allows us to directly select represen-
tative masks and fuse their semantic features to create
an open-vocabulary feature for this instance. Following
OpenMask3D[37], we first pick the top-5 masks that best
cover the instance. Subsequently, we crop the original RGB
image at multiple scales around each mask and input these
image crops into CLIP[33] to extract open-vocabulary fea-
tures. The final instance feature is derived from the average
pooling result of these features.

3.5. Implementation Details

In order to obtain object-level masks, we use CropFormer
[32] as our 2D mask predictor. For open-vocabulary feature
extraction, we use CLIP[33] ViT-H. To get mask point cloud
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Table 1. Zero-shot 3D instance segmentation results on ScanNet++ and MatterPort3D. We report both semantic and class-agnostic
performance. Our method outperform all baselines on all metrics significantly.

Model ScanNet++ MatterPort3D
Semantic Class-agnostic Semantic Class-agnostic

AP AP50 AP25 AP AP50 AP25 AP AP50 AP25 AP AP50 AP25

Mask3D 3.6 5.1 6.7 22.8 33.3 45.7 2.5 4.5 6.7 4.4 9.8 20.6
OpenMask3D 2.0 2.7 3.4 22.8 33.3 45.7 4.6 8.5 13.0 4.4 9.8 20.6
OVIR-3D 3.6 5.7 7.3 19.4 34.1 46.5 6.3 16.4 24.4 5.9 13.9 24.6
Ours 7.8 11.9 13.2 24.6 40.3 51.5 9.2 19.7 26.5 8.3 18.9 33.4

Pt,i, we first back-project each mask to get the raw point
cloud and then ball query the reconstructed point cloud
with a radius equal to 3cm. We adopt the post-processing
approach from OVIR-3D[28] to refine the output 3D in-
stances by using DBSCAN algorithm to separate discon-
nected point clusters into distinct instances.

4. Experiments
In this section, we extensively evaluate our proposed
method by comparing it with previous state-of-the-art meth-
ods on publicly available 3D instance segmentation bench-
marks. The experimental setup is detailed in Section 4.1,
and the statistics are comprehensively analyzed in Section
4.2. Following that, we showcase the remarkable visual out-
comes of our approach across a diverse range of complex
scenes in Section 4.4. The validation of all the components
of our method is presented in Section 4.3.

4.1. Experimental setup

Dataset ScanNet++[47] is a recently released high-quality
benchmark that comprises 1554 classes with fine-grained
annotation, making it an optimal choice for assess-
ing open-vocabulary 3D instance segmentation. We
also assess our method on two widely-used benchmarks:
ScanNet200[4, 35], which focuses on room-level evalu-
ations, and MatterPort3D[1], designed for building-level
evaluations with sparser viewpoints. We utilize the valida-
tion sets of ScanNet++ and ScanNet, along with the testing
set of MatterPort3D.
Baselines We select the recent SOTA methods on both su-
pervised closed-set 3D instance segmentation and open-
vocabulary 3D instance segmentation. Mask3D [36] stands
out as a state-of-the-art method which requires supervised
training on ScanNet200. OpenMask3D [37] leverages su-
pervised mask proposals from Mask3D and employs CLIP
for open-vocabulary semantics aggregation. Different from
our setting, both of them rely on supervised mask. OVIR-
3D [28] utilize both zero-shot masks and semantics, merg-
ing zero-shot 2D masks with large geometric and semantic
overlap and using K-Means to choose the most representa-
tive features from the per-frame semantic feature.
Metrics We report the standard Average Precision (AP) at

25% and 50% IoU and the mean of AP from 50% to 95%
at 5% intervals. In addition to the conventional semantic in-
stance segmentation setting, we also test in a class-agnostic
setting, disregarding semantic labels and solely assessing
mask quality. This setting offers a precise assessment of the
zero-shot mask prediction capability.

Table 2. 3D instance segmentation results on ScanNet200.
Mask3D and OpenMask3D both require supervised (sup.) train-
ing on ScanNet200. In fully zero shot (z.s.) setting, our method
surpass OVIR-3D by a large margin on all metrics.

Model Class-agnostic Semantic
AP AP50 AP25 AP AP50 AP25

sup. mask + sup. semantic
Mask3D 39.7 53.6 62.5 26.9 36.2 41.4
sup. mask + z.s. semantic
OpenMask3D 39.7 53.6 62.5 15.1 19.6 22.6
z.s. mask + z.s. semantic
OVIR-3D 14.4 27.5 38.8 9.3 18.7 25.0
Ours 19.7 36.4 51.4 12.0 23.3 30.1

4.2. Quantitative Comparison.

ScanNet++ and MatterPort3D. We directly test all meth-
ods on ScanNet++ and MatterPort3D in a zero-shot man-
ner. As shown in Table 1, our method outperforms all base-
lines by a large margin. In comparison to OVIR-3D, the
most akin work to ours, we achieve +4.2% and +5.2% AP
on ScanNet++ semantic and class-agnostic setting, respec-
tively. Similarly, we demonstrate +2.9% and +2.4% AP on
MatterPort3D in the same settings, validating our globally
optimal association design.

OpenMask3D shares Mask3D’s mask predictor, render-
ing their performance identical in the class-agnostic set-
ting. We observe that this mask predictor, trained on
ScanNet200, has limited generalizability. While it shows
impressive results within the confines of ScanNet200, its
performance suffers significantly when evaluated on new
benchmarks, as demonstrated in Table 1 and Fig. 5. Addi-
tionally, it exhibits sensitivity to point distribution patterns.
For instance, in the class-agnostic setting of ScanNet++, its
AP is a mere 13.6% when using the raw point cloud as in-
put. Interestingly, a simple preprocessing step such as uni-
form sampling significantly boosts performance to 22.7%.
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ScanNet200. As the mask predictor and semantic head of
Mask3D are trained specifically on ScanNet200, we classify
methods according to their train-test settings. In compari-
son to the fully zero-shot method, OVIR-3D, our approach
exhibits a significant performance advantage, surpassing it
by +5.3% in average precision (AP), +8.9% in AP50, and
+12.6% in AP25 in the class-agnostic setting. This further
underscores the effectiveness of our proposed globally opti-
mal merging mechanism. Moreover, our method even out-
performs OpenMask3D, which relies on a supervised mask
predictor, by a substantial margin of +3.7% in AP50 and
+7.5% in AP25.

4.3. Ablation Studies

In Table 3, we analyze key components of our method
on ScanNet200—under-segment mask filtering and itera-
tive clustering. Starting with a baseline using view con-
sensus rate, we merge masks within connected components.
This simple approach matches OVIR-3D baseline perfor-
mance. Upon adding under-segment mask filtering and it-
erative clustering, performance steadily rises from 10.0%
AP to 11.7% AP , reaching peak performance when both
modules are combined.

Table 3. Ablation study on under-segment mask filtering and
iterative clustering on ScanNet200.

under. filtering iter. clustering AP AP50 AP25

✘ ✘ 10.0 19.1 24.2
✔ ✘ 11.0 21.2 27.5
✘ ✔ 11.7 22.3 29.2
✔ ✔ 12.0 23.3 30.1

We compare various clustering algorithms, including
clustering cliques or connected components as discussed in
Section 3.3, and also clustering a relaxation of cliques using
the Highly Connected Sub-graphs (HCS) algorithm [10].
We also show the impact of the approximation introduced
in Section 3.3. As shown in Table 4, our proposed iterative
clustering method outperforms all other trials. Comprehen-
sive statistics are available in the supplementary material.

Table 4. Ablation study on clustering methods.

Clustering Algorithm AP AP50 AP25

Connected component 11.0 21.2 27.5
Clique 11.3 22.0 29.4
Quasi-Clique (HCS) 11.9 22.9 29.7
Ours w/o approximation 11.8 23.1 30.4
Ours 12.0 23.3 30.1

We conducted additional evaluations to assess the robust-
ness of our algorithm to variations in hyperparameters. For
the mask visibility threshold τvis ranging from 0.6 to 0.8,
the under-segment mask filtering threshold τfilter ranging

Table 5. Ablation study on Hyperparameters on ScanNet200.

AP AP50 AP25

τvis(0.6− 0.8) 11.9 ± 0.06 23.2 ± 0.09 30.1 ± 0.07
τfilter(0.2− 0.4) 11.9 ± 0.05 23.3 ± 0.19 30.0 ± 0.18
τrate(0.8− 1) 11.8 ± 0.20 22.7 ± 0.52 28.9 ± 0.83
τcontain(0.7− 0.9) 11.9±0.10 23.3± 0.22 30.3± 0.20

from 0.2 to 0.4, the consensus rate threshold τrate ranging
from 0.8 to 1 and the approximate containment threshold
τcontain ranging from 0.7 to 0.9, our method consistently
demonstrates satisfying performance.

4.4. Qualitative Results.

In Fig. 6, we present the similarity heatmaps for a wide
range of open-vocabulary queries, showcasing the remark-
able capabilities of our open-vocabulary segmentation sys-
tem. Additionally, in Fig. 5, we offer a visual comparison
of our algorithm against all baseline methods. Our method
shows excellent ability to segment small objects, e.g., items
on the counter in ScanNet a), boxes on the shelf in Scan-
Net b). These small objects are simply labeled as part of its
containers in the ground truth, which cause the AP at higher
IoU threshold of our method drops severely.

Compared to OVIR-3D, our method has two main ad-
vantages: i) OVIR-3D can’t merges masks that have low
geometric overlap but correspond to a same object well. For
example, in ScanNet (b), items on the coffee table split the
table point cloud into two pieces, making OVIR-3D fail to
merge these two parts together. So do the sofa chair in Scan-
Net b) and the right rug in the MatterPort3D example. In
the contrary, our method merges these objects well based
on view consensus as explained in Section 3.2.1. ii) The
strict filtering process in OVIR-3D falsely filter out many
objects, e.g., counter and pictures in ScanNet a) while our
method only conservatively filter out under-segment masks.

4.5. Limitations

While our approach demonstrates remarkable performance,
it is important to acknowledge two notable limitations.
Firstly, this work assumes near-perfect 2D segmentation
and 2D-3D correspondence, which may not always be the
case in certain applications. Presently, we only generate
object-level masks, whereas real-world applications may
necessitate multi-level masks spanning from parts and ob-
jects to clusters.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a view consensus based mask
graph clustering algorithm for open-vocabulary 3D instance
segmentation. Specifically, our method constructs a global
mask graph and leverages the view consensus to cluster
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Figure 5. Comparison of 3D zero-shot segmentation performance. We compare our methods with OpenMask3D [37] and OVIR-3D [28]
on ScanNet [4] and Matterport3D [1].

Figure 6. Open-vocabulary queries of different shapes, colors
and contents.

the masks belonging to the same 3D instances. Besides,
the mask clustering guided the clustering of the open-
vocabulary features for text queries. The results demon-
strate that our method achieves SOTA performance on zero-
shot mask prediction and open-vocabulary understating. In
the future, we would like to investigate the application of the
proposed method on robotic tasks, such as open-vocabulary
object navigation.
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